West Point Grey is a sanctuary for nature lovers. Pacific Regional Park boasts more than 70 kilometers of trails running through 2,000 acres of temperate rainforest, an abundance of outdoor recreational space can be found at Jericho Beach Park, and a trio of sandy beaches – Spanish Banks, Locarno, and Jericho – line the waterfront with a panoramic view of the North Shore Mountains.

Just a hop, skip, and a jump away from the bustling downtown center, West Point Grey possesses a quiet and peaceful quality. Detached homes are plentiful here, however plans have been made to further densify the main corridors. Along West 10th Avenue is the community’s shopping hub, complete with all of life’s necessities and simple pleasures.

**HOUSING**

**OWN VS. RENT**

- **OWN:** 62%
- **RENT:** 38%

**AVERAGE MONTHLY RENT**

- **1 bdr:** $1,442
- **2 bdr:** $2,025
- **3 bdr:** N/A

**MEDIAN SOLD PRICE**

- **detached:** $2.8M
- **1 bdr condo:** $533K
- **2 bdr condo:** $1.1M
- **3 bdr condo:** $1.5M
- **townhouse:** $1.9M

**DWELLING TYPE**

- single detached houses (41%)
- apartments (31%)
- duplexes (27%)
- townhouses (1%)

**DEMOGRAPHICS**

**MOTHER TONGUE**

- **ENGLISH:** 64%
- **CHINESE:** 19%
- **GERMAN:** 2%
- **OTHER:** 15%
- **OTHER:** 2%

**AGE GROUPS**

- 19 and under (22%)
- 20-39 (24%)
- 40-64 (35%)
- 65 and over (19%)

**MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME**

$84,951

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Queen Mary Elementary
Feeder School: Lord Byng
Notable Programs: Multi-Age Cluster Class

Jules Quesnel Elementary
Feeder School: Lord Byng
Notable Programs: French Immersion only

Lord Byng Secondary
Notable Programs: Arts Mini School, Learning Assistance/ Life Skills, Music
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